Precision medicine requires precise evidence-based practice and precise definition of the patients included in clinical studies for evidence generalization. Clinical research exclusion criteria define confounder patient characteristics for exclusion from a study. However, unnecessary exclusion criteria can weaken patient representativeness of study designs and generalizability of study results. This paper presents a method for identifying questionable exclusion criteria for 38 mental disorders. We extracted common eligibility features (CEFs) from all trials on these disorders from ClinicalTrials.gov. Network Analysis showed scale-free property of the CEF network, indicating uneven usage frequencies among CEFs. By comparing these CEFs' term frequencies in clinical trials' exclusion criteria and in the PubMed Medical Encyclopedia for matching conditions, we identified unjustified potential overuse of exclusion CEFs in mental disorder trials. Then we discussed the limitations in current exclusion criteria designs and made recommendations for achieving more patient-centered exclusion criteria definitions.
Introduction
Randomized controlled trials (RCT) produce high-quality evidence but often lack patient representativeness of the real-world population. Clinical research eligibility criteria define the characteristics of a research volunteer for study inclusion or exclusion. Typically, exclusion reasons relate to age, gender, ethnicity, complex comorbidities, conflicting interventions, or patient preference 1 . Although exclusion criteria do not bias the comparison between intervention and control groups, which reflects a trial's internal validity, exclusion criteria can impair the external validity of a trial 2, 3 . It has been shown in various disease domains that clinical trial participants are often not representative of the real-world patient population to which an RCT is intended to apply, and that the lack of patient representativeness has impaired the generalizability of clinical trials 3, 4 . Thus, it is imperative to develop methods for justifying the exclusion criteria in clinical trials. However, this task is fraught with challenges. First, many eligibility criteria are vague and complex 1 and cannot be easily represented in a computable format that allows for automated screening of unjustifiable exclusion criteria 5 . Second, clinical researchers often do not have a sufficiently precise picture of the real-world patient population to make informed decisions about exclusion criteria. Although the wide adoption of Electronic Health Record (EHR) make this idea more promising than ever [6] [7] [8] [9] , aggregating EHR data to profile the real-world patient population is a nontrivial exercise, due to common data fragmentation and data quality problems 10 . Therefore, it is worthwhile to explore alternatives to the EHR-based data-driven approach, especially through combining different data sources in order to increase patient representativeness of clinical trial eligibility criteria. This paper presents the feasibility of such a knowledge-based approach, using PubMed Health Medical Encyclopedia knowledge. PubMed Health Medical Encyclopedia (hereinafter, PubMed Encyclopedia) is a service created by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), and made accessible by the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM), to provide summaries of diseases and conditions 11 . Such a meta-analysis with automatic data-mining methods across different data sources provides us new insights into clinical trial design and can inform precise evidence-based practice.
Methods
We chose mental disorder clinical trials for a proof of principle but the method should generalize to other fields of medicine. We hypothesized that the occurrence of a term in PubMed Encyclopedia for a symptom, a medication, or a chemical compound could be used to indicate its relevance to the mental disorder (condition) under consideration. For each term in each mental disorder, we compared the term frequencies in the exclusion criteria of all the clinical trials on that condition in ClinicalTrials.gov and the term's occurrence in PubMed Encyclopedia. On this basis we identified terms that occur frequently in both exclusion criteria and PubMed. We further hypothesized that a term with a certain level of frequency of use in PubMed Health Encyclopedia about a mental disorder should be deemed relevant to that disorder. Thus, its frequent use in excluding patients with this trait from clinical trials on that disorder could be questionable.
We built an exclusion criteria network including all mental disorders based on the method from Boland and Weng et al.'s previous work 12 . Using that network, we identified the common exclusion criteria for mental disorders and assessed their appropriateness of use. We identified clinical trials for 84 mental disorders in the category of "Behaviors and Mental Disorders" in ClinicalTrials.gov. For each condition, using our published tag-mining algorithm 13 , we extracted all common eligibility features (CEFs) that each occurred in at least 3% of all clinical trials related to each condition in ClinicalTrials.gov. This method is capable of automatically deriving frequent UMLS tags from clinical text using part-of-speech (POS) tagger, N-grams model, and UMLS unique concept identifier. For example, we found the UMLS concept "ethanol", which belongs to the "organic chemicalpharmacologic substance" semantic type, occurred in 74.7% of the alcoholism clinical trials while occurred in only 26.8% of depression trials. For each mental disorder, we were able to generate a list of UMLS concepts with their frequencies of use in inclusion and exclusion criteria section.
We calculated the frequencies of use aggregated across all mental disorders for inclusion and exclusion purposes, respectively, for each of these CEFs. We also analyzed the frequency distribution of these CEFs by their UMLS semantic types. We constructed a two-mode network for all the 84 mental disorders and their top 20 CEFs, based on the disorder-CEF associations. Then we projected this network to a one-mode network based on CEFs using the Newman (2001) method (tnet) 14 , a classic method used in detecting communities in networks. The process worked by selecting one set of nodes (i.e., CEFs), and linking two nodes, if they were connected to the same node in the other set of nodes (i.e., conditions). For each mental disorder, we analyzed the distribution of the degree of all the nodes in this network to assess the usage of the CEFs in the mental disorder trials. Since most CEFs occurred equally in inclusion and exclusion criteria section, we used a mutual information filter to identify distinctive CEFs, regardless inclusion or exclusion, because Mutual Information is one of the commonly used quantities that measure independence between variables. We calculated the Mutual Information (MI) for each CEF. The formula is as follows (1):
For each mental disorder, U is a random variable indicating the presence (number 1) or absence (number 0) of a CEF in every eligibility criterion (et) and C is a random variable representing the inclusion (number 0) or exclusion (number 1) status of the eligibility criterion (ec). We used additive smoothing to make sure CEF unique to only one section were included in the analysis. Since we aimed to target the most informative CEFs used as exclusion criteria, we chose the CEFs with positive MI scores in exclusion criteria as candidates for future comparisons. The cutoff of MI score retained the CEFs that are more frequently used as exclusion criteria rather than inclusion criteria. We used these CEFs to represent the common confounder patient characteristics excluded by clinical trials on each condition.
To generate the PubMed dataset, due to the heterogeneous condition names, we used a semiautomatic method to match the condition names in PubMed Health with the condition names in ClinicalTrials.gov. For example, Alzheimer disease in ClinicalTrials.gov was manually matched with Alzheimer's disease in PubMed Health database. A total of 38 mental disorders were matched and manually validated. We processed the PubMed Encyclopedia's website content 11 for each matched mental disorder and used the same tag-mining algorithm 13 to extract all the terms for risk factors, causes, symptoms, signs, exams and tests, treatment options, and complications, and obtained their aggregated frequencies across all 38 mental disorders. For each of the 38 identified mental disorders, we aligned and ranked their CEF terms by their frequencies in ClinicalTrials.gov and their occurrences in PubMed Health Medical Encyclopedia, respectively, and compared their relative importance in each content source according to the ranks. Questionable CEFs were identified with high frequencies of use in both clinical trials and PubMed Encyclopedia. The entire workflow was shown in Fig. 1(a) .
Results

CEF overlap between exclusion and inclusion criteria for mental disorder trials
We extracted 1304 exclusion CEFs and 1155 inclusion CEFs for all of the clinical trials for mental disorders ( Fig. 1 (a) ). A total of 1403 unique CEFs were identified, 1056 of which were present in both inclusion and exclusion criteria. The large overlap necessitated CEF selection to identify the most informative exclusion criteria. The top three frequent semantic types were disease or syndrome, pharmacological substance, and finding, respectively ( Fig. 1(b) ). Table 1 shows the top 10 most frequently used CEFs for Alzheimer's disease.
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CEF distribution among mental disorders trials
Out of the total 1403 unique CEFs, very few were used in a large number of clinical trials, while most of other CEFs were unique to one or several disorders ( Fig. 2 (a) ). On average, a CEF was present in 7.49 mental disorders for exclusion purposes and 6.28 for inclusion purposes. Each condition had 125.1 exclusion CEFs and 104.8 inclusion CEFs. Most of the frequently used CEFs were general factors for mental disorders (such as hypersensitivity or pharmacologic substance). Some were regularly used in clinical trials on other conditions (such as excluding gravidity, unstable states and allergy severity -severe). The top five mental disorders with the most exclusion CEFs were: Restless Legs Syndrome (226), Substance Withdrawal Syndrome (192), Pick Disease of the Brain (186), Tic Disorders (184) and Front-temporal Dementia (180) (Fig. 2 (b) ). 
Network construction and analysis for CEFs in mental disorder trials
We built a two-mode network for all mental disorders and CEFs based on the Disease-CEF linkages ( Fig. 3(a) ). In this network, there were two groups of nodes, the diseases and CEFs. The top 20 CEFs for each mental disorder were represented as orange ellipses and mental disorders were represented by blue round rectangles. The diseases were connected with different sets of CEFs and could be clustered based on the similarities of those connections. The edges were weighted as the frequency for a CEF to be associated with a mental disorder. Edges were red (for CEFS used only for exclusion), or orange (for CEFs used for both inclusion and exclusion), while edges of inclusion CEFs were green and dark green, respectively. In the network, we identified some hubs with higher degrees than other nodes, which indicated that a small portion of CEFs was frequently used for patient selection in most mental disorder trials. For example, diseases like amnesia and bipolar disorder shared more common CEFs with other mental disorders compared to diseases such as associative disease and restless legs syndrome, etc. In the network, most of the related disorders were clustered together using their CEF similarities such as panic disorder and phobic disorder, Tourette syndrome and Tic disorder. From the network, we also found some of the mental disorders, while not pathologically related, shared similar CEF sets. We also projected each of the three two-mode networks (Inclusion, Exclusion and PubMed) into one-mode network based on CEFs. Our analysis showed that three networks all display features of a scale-free network (Fig. 3(b) ), which was similar to that of many of the real-world giant networks. The attributes of the network are listed in Table 2 . 
CEF selection using Mutual Information (MI)
Some CEFs were equally used in inclusion and exclusion criteria. Using mutual information, we 
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Frequency (log) discarded CEFs with equal or higher occurrences in the inclusion section than in the exclusion criteria. Of a total of 1403 unique CEFs, only 632 had an MI value greater than 0, 568 had an MI value of 0 and 203 had an MI value below zero. The bigger the MI value is, the more frequently the CEF is for exclusion uses. To preserve all informative CEFs to match with the PubMed dataset, we selected all CEFs with a MI scores greater than 0 for further analysis. The benchmark analysis for CEFs and their MI distributions are in Fig. 4 . Through this selection step, many common but nondiscriminative CEFs were discarded, such as pharmacologic substance, physical assessment findings, and intravenous infusion procedures. In contrast, discriminative CEFs (e.g., suicidal, unstable status, psychotic disorders) were retained. However, it should be noted that some discriminative CEFs (such as pregnancy tests, multiple endocrine neoplasia, etc.) might be missed by this selection step. 
Aggregated cross-condition occurrence comparison for retained CEFs
We contrasted the aggregated occurrences of exclusion CEFs (N=1422) across the 38 matched disorders with partial results displayed in Table 3 . For example, ethanol was a CEF present in all 38 mental disorders' exclusion criteria, implying 100% prevalence, and was present in the PubMed descriptions for 21 disorders (55.2%). The average CEF prevalence among the 38 mental disorders in the exclusion criteria and PubMed were 7.33 and 1.86, respectively, so that CEFs occurred less often in PubMed than in exclusion criteria. Among the top exclusion CEFs for the 38 mental disorders, we found some candidate CEFs that simultaneously had frequent PubMed occurrences (i.e., questionable CEFs), such as ethanol, malignant neoplasms, anti-depressive agents, and depressed mood.
We also analyzed the condition-specific CEF rankings between PubMed and exclusion criteria and identified questionable CEFs that had high PubMed rankings. Some example questionable CEFs for specific sleep disorder are listed in Table 4 . Hepatic is associated with sleep disorder according to PubMed Health but was frequently used for excluding patients from 6.82% of sleep disorder clinical trials. Another questionable CEF is sleep apnea syndromes, whose frequency in exclusion criteria of all sleep disorder trials was as high as 24.6%, was ranked as top two relevant PubMed description for sleep disorder; therefore, we should be cautious when frequently using it as exclusion criteria. Another example is hypersensitivity (to treatment), which is common in the real-world population but is frequently excluded in randomized controlled trials (i.e., frequently as high as 13.6%). 
Discussion
We investigated the exclusion criteria commonly used in mental disorder trials. The top four UMLS semantic types that contained the most questionable CEFs were pharmacologic substance, mental or behavioral dysfunction, disease or syndrome, and finding. Although some exclusion criteria of these semantic types have been used for years, their use in exclusion remains unexplained especially given their high prevalence among the real-world patients, most of who have several mental comorbidities or take multiple medications concurrently. Most of the drugs are for treating depressed mood or alcohol consumption or are anti-depressive drugs. If we exclude patients with those traits, we may generate a "pure" but not "typical" 15 test population, which may weaken the generalizability of these trials.
For a single mental disorder, the method proposed herein also detected several questionable CEFs. A recent study shows at least 50% of bipolar patient populations are excluded by at least one major exclusion criterion 15 . Using our method, we not only identified most of the exclusion criteria for bipolar disorder aggregated from previous studies (drug abuse, alcohol abuse, significant medical conditions, pregnancy or lactation, suicidal risk and psychotropic medications), but also retrieved information about which medical condition or medication was frequently used to exclude patients. Ethanol, antipsychotic agents, and antidepressive agents were questionable for excluding patients. This prediction corresponds to previous findings 15 that drug and alcohol abuse represent the most exclusion for bipolar trials, and provides more details for locating questionable exclusion criteria.
Although this study only focused on mental disorders for the detailed analysis, this pipeline can be easily applied to other disease domains. Most parts of the analyzing pipeline are fully automatic. The clinical trial eligibility criteria and medical encyclopedia for other diseases exist in similar format as used in this study, and can be processed in a large scale. However, considering the possible uniqueness of mental disorder domain, it is necessary to clarify the predictive power of this pipeline on a larger scale and different clinical settings, especially given poorly matched corpuses between clinical trial eligibility criteria and disease encyclopedia.
Several findings of this study shed light on future eligibility criteria designs. First, the scale-free feature of disease-CEF network suggests that a small number of exclusion criteria can be standardized and reused for most mental disorder trials. Second, trials for different conditions shared similar exclusion criteria, implying that some cohort selection criteria can be reused across conditions with little modification. Third, the power of exclusion for a single clinical trial should be quantified to avoid sampling biases in clinical trial designs.
Conclusion
This study demonstrates the promising value of applying a knowledge-based approach to assessing the patient-centeredness of clinical trial exclusion criteria by linking different data sources, including ClinicalTrials.gov and PubMed Medical Encyclopedia. In the future, proactive analyses like this could be conducted during clinical research designs to optimize clinical research eligibility criteria design and study participant selection to better achieve precise evidence definition 9 .
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